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**Pull request:**

**Fixed in Releases:**

**Found in Releases:**

**Description**

It should be possible to provide an overview of current hosts status - e.g.:

- hosts that changed something in their last run / 24 hours
- hosts that had a failure in the last run / 24 hours
- hosts that didn't run puppet in the last 30 minutes

anything else?

**Associated revisions**

**Revision 90b70658 - 10/28/2009 06:00 AM - Ohad Levy**

Fixes #30 - a very basic version for now - feature requests ARE WELCOMED

**History**

**#1 - 09/25/2009 09:34 AM - Richard Francis**

Ohad Levy wrote:

It should be possible to provide an overview of current hosts status - e.g.:

- hosts that changed something in their last run / 24 hours
- hosts that had a failure in the last run / 24 hours
- hosts that didn't run puppet in the last 30 minutes

anything else?

It would also be nice to see the build status of a particular server (requested pxe config, building, build complete, puppet run).

It might also be good to get this output in rss so it can be monitored externally to raise alerts.

**#2 - 09/25/2009 09:51 AM - Ohad Levy**
Richard Francis wrote:

It would also be nice to see the build status of a particular server (requested pxe config, building, build complete, puppet run).

That's partly available now, you would see a status icon which currently supports 3 modes (probably can be extended):

- Enabled for installation but hasn't done anything yet.
- Finished OS installation
- Puppet has run one or more times

On top of that you have the reports status indications

- Everything is ok - no changes
- Everything is ok - but puppet did some changes
- Some Failed / Errors
- Puppet didn't run in the last 35 minutes.

It might also be good to get this output in rss so it can be monitored externally to raise alerts.

Interesting Idea :)

---

**#3 - 10/28/2009 07:44 AM - Ohad Levy**

- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset `90b706580529289f7bac42b14adff45a70e1180e`.

**#4 - 10/28/2009 08:14 AM - Ohad Levy**

- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed